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“’You get it or you don’t’”



Most of my students lack geographic expertise.
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Do spatial abilities help students learn 
in an introductory GIS class?

Because they seem to more broadly in STEM

“The reason spatial abilities matter early on is 
because they serve as a barrier; students who 
cannot think well spatially will have more trouble 
getting through the early, challenging courses that 
lead to dropout.”

Uttal and Cohen (2012), “Spatial Thinking and STEM Education,” Psychology of 
Learning and Motivation 57: 147-181.



Research Objectives/Questions

(1) Does the spatial ability that a student brings 
to a classroom correlate with their ability to 
learn geospatial concepts and applications?

(2) If it does, can we present instruction in ways 
to help even this playing field so that spatial 
abilities no longer serve as a barrier to 
learning?
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Theory #1

A good lecture delivered by a good teacher in 
person is better than a good lecture delivered 
online.

Ideal of a Small Liberal Arts College



Theory #2

Students with high spatial abilities are better 
able to learn from difficult presentations of 
instruction than students with low spatial 
abilities.

Uttal and Cohen (2012)



Theory #3

Students with high spatial abilities benefit from 
well-designed presentations of instruction in 
ways that students with low spatial abilities do 
not.

Mayer and Sims (1994)
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Worked example pedagogy
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Howarth (2015)



Compared presentation delivery of 
pre-training lecture
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Evidence of learning outcomes

With simple 
diagrams



Evidence of learning outcomes

With pictures 
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Spatial ability pre-tests
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Ekstrom et al (1976)



Higher and lower ability groups

Combined scores from two tests

Calculated median
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Subject pools



Testing theory #1

Is a good lecture presented by a good teacher in 
person better than a lecture presented online?

No, not necessarily



Testing theory #2

Do high spatial abilities help students learn from 
difficult presentations?

Yes, they appear to be related.



Testing theory #3

Do high spatial abilities enable students to learn 
from good presentations in ways that low spatial 
abilities do not? 

No. In this study, online presentations leveled the 
field.



Testing theory #3

The effect was greater for lower ability students.
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The apples to oranges problem

Same content: list of GIS operations and concepts

Different modes: live versus online

Different methods: strategies for presenting 
concepts with words & pictures (Mayer, 2010, 
Multimedia Learning)



Different methods of interaction

Live

Instructor controls pace

Public action to repeat

Public question 

Immediate ask

Online
Learner controls pace

Private action to repeat

Private question 

Delayed ask



Next step in analysis
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Is repeat viewing 
related to spatial 
ability?

Statistics from Panopto video hosting service

Unfortunately, may be limited to amount of video 
time watched rather than amount of time watching 
videos.
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Main Findings

(1) Online presentations can have better 
learning outcomes than live presentations, 
even in a small classroom setting.

(2) Spatial abilities do seem to help novices learn 
geospatial concepts from difficult 
presentations of instruction.

(3) Improving presentations of instruction do 
seem to help level learning outcomes across 
different spatial abilities.
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